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· A California State Unive~sity 
history professor has been named 
visiting coordinator of Native 
American Studies at UNM, 
Assist_ant Provost Joel· Jones has 
announced. 
Albuquerque businessman Stan 
Hultberg has taken over as 
president of the 46,000 member 
University of New Me11ico Alumni 
Association. 
The 1964 graduate received the 
gavel from outgoing president 
Peggy Ritchie of Albuquerque 111 
the association's spring · board 
meeting. 
Dr. Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, who 
developed the Native American 
Studies program at Cal State-
lfeywood, will also be an assistant 
professor in 'the UNM 'history 
department. 
Frances Lee of Valencia County 
received the association's award of 
distinction. She is a former UNM 
Regent and a former Republican 
National Committeewoman. 
She is author of "The Great 
Sioux Nation: Sitting in Ju.dgment 
on America," and is a member of 
the In.ternational Indian Treaty 
Council. · 
Serving with Hultberg on the 
associations governing executive 
committee next year will be Mrs. 
Ritchie, Martin Fleck, Judge 
Joseph F. Baca, Rose Mary Torres 
Eakin, Jim Beckley, Manuel 
Orosco, Jr., Ellen Ann Lembke 
Ry3l1, Gary Thomason and Dr. 
Jack Redman, all of Albuquerque. 
Other members are lona Gamer-
tsfelder of Santa Fe, Gerald Lovett 
of Belen and Pete Sahd of Penasco. 
In the fall, she will teach two 
history courses. Contemporary 
Native American Life will trace the 
dvelopment of Indian-White 
relations from 1924, the year 
Indians were made U.S. citizens. 
The course will analyze the Indian 
Reorganization Act of 1934, the 
Termination Act and relocation 
program of the 1950s and the civil 
rights movement of the 1960s. 
History of Land Tenure in New 
Mexico will focus on pre-colonial 
Pueblo land tenure through the 
establishment of trust control over 
Indian lands in New Mexico and 
contemporary land tenure issues. 
Nursing students from UNM will 
be going to clinics in Truchas, El 
Rito, Embudo and Taos Pueblo 
next year to get health care ex-
periences which are not usually 
available in the classroom. 
Students will spend four to eight 
weeks at the clinics. They will work 
with moderately ill patients through 
home visits as well as in the clinics. 
Upper level nursing students will 
work with more chronically ill 
patients including cancer patients 
and those with psychotic illnesses. 
"Nursing students will receive a 
wider variety of experiences such as 
working in emergency ·rooms and 
assisting with home deliveries," 
said Evelyn Thomas, assis.tant 
professor of nursing. 
••• Rusk 
continued from ~· & 
placed $1,000 in escrow "as the 
purchase price of the option to buy 
a liquor . license to establish 
ownership interest to establish legal 
standing in state court." 
He said the purpose of the city's 
suit filed in Santa Fe District Court 
last month is to challenge the 
constitutionality of the state liquor 
license quota "on a broad basis." 
Specifically, Rusk said he hopes 
to seek a court interpretation of 
current state liquor laws "to buy a 
liquor license on the open market 
and lease it to a variety of tenants in 
a municipally-controlled en-
tertainment zone." 
He said his eventual goal is to 
close off Central Avenue per-
manently to establish a night club-
dinner theater area. 
Rusk said he believes the 160-
license maximum in Albuquerque is 
unfair to residents. He said people 
who order a drink in a restaurant 
pay extra to ~pay for the high cost of 
tht owner's license. He said even 
people who don't drink pay for the 
license in the cost of their meal. 
Rusk concluded that the decision 
to sue was separate from the 
decision to buy the liquor license. 
l-Ie said if the city wins the suit, 
"private business would pay for the 
use of the license ... plus a healthy 
investment. 11 
Alumni chapters now exist in 
Clovis, Roswell, Hobbs, Espanola, 
Las Cruces, Santa Fe, Gallup, Los 
Alamos, Carlsbad and Farmington. 
More will be established in the 
coming year. The chapters will 
sponsor social events and assist the 
university with public relations, 
student recruitment and fund-
raising. 
* * *. * 
A Spanish language proficiency 
test for bilingual teachers will be 
given Saturday, July 8, from 10 
a.m. to noon in Room 235B of 
Ortega Hall on the University of 
New Mexico campus. 
Teachers who pass the test will 
satisfy the Spanish language 
proficiency requirement f0r the 
bilingual-biculturual endorsement 
on the New Mexico teaching cer-
tificate. 
A $5 fee, which may be paid at 
the time of the examination, is 
required. To register for the test or 
to get further information contact 
the UNM modern and classical 
language department. 
* * * * 
Computerized legal research will 
be introduced to New Mexico law 
firms in July by a University of 
New Mexico based legal research 
group, Access to Law. 
Researchers for Access, a student 
operated corporation located at the 
UNM School of Law, will provide 
free legal searches to law firms 
requesting demonstratrions. The 
S!'arches will be conducted on 
portable computer terminals in the 
offices of the firms involved. 
Access . is connected to the 
Westlaw data base developed by 
West Publishing Company. 
Westlaw contains the full text of all 
federal cases since 1960. It also 
contains the full text for state law 
from 1977 and West headnotes for 
state law from 1966 through 1976. -
"We use an IBM computer to 
help lawyers find the case Ia w they 
need," said Michael Gross, 
president of Access and a second-
year law student at UNM. "This 
saves lawyers time and money they 
might otherwise waste in tedious 
library searches. 11 
To arrange for a free half-day 
demonstration, lawyers may 
contact Jerry Zollars, Access vice 
president, at the Access office in the 
UNM School of Law. 
Directly Across From Yale Park 
2216 Central SE-265-5986 
'. 
1. PERSONALS 
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, lD photos, Lowest 
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Cali·26S-2444 or come 
to 1717 Girard Blvd, NE. A~Photographer. 07/27 
COMPARE OUR PRICES on bi~;;ycle paris and 
accessories, Expert repairs. Or do your owrt repairs 
with our 1o9ls. ln.structiort available. Albuquerque 
Bike Coop. 106 Girard SE, Room 117. 265·5170. 
07/06 
SUN LASS· HD~QTS 
Hay-Bans. Photo-C.hrome. 
BAHA'I FAITH TEACHINGS to establish world 6 EMPLOYMENT 
unity. Weekly· di"ussions, FREE Literature. Write -;·;::;;:;::;;::;·;::::;;;;=:;::::::::::;= 
Gradients. Mirrors, or Polarized 
Casey Opti(·al Co. 
r.\nt dour lo.C'awy /k.w/1 Cmj.!,J I 
Lomas at Washington !Jox4873. Zip87106. Cal!2%·l870, 071<7 ;; 
CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTiONS. PART-TIME JOB: S~les, flexible hours, good pay. 
Casey Optical Company, 255·8736, 07/27 ·Possible full.time dUring break. Call: Phil Pranczyk, 
255-63:29 . 
SAVE MONEY! THORN Tubes: $3,25 -Wat-er CLU. SS~·S3GO, 07/20 
' Bottles: $1.00 with any purcha!:e. Persona! service, SOLAR! EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY. People 
expen repairs, Richmond Bicycle Supply. 102 Rich- needed to represem booming line of solar energy Do You Need 
mend NE. 266-1611. Kevin, 07/05 equipment. Excellent money. Flexible hours. Gpod 
WE CARE ENOUGH to listen if you care enough 10 lends, Quick training. Any sales experience, rn:Uh, Cash?. talk. Give us a try, we're AGORA, 277•3013 . 07106 psychology or business courses helpful. Good chance 
to get involved in America's Energy Experience, Call 
Solar Assodatcs, 344-2691, 07/06 2. LOST&FOUND 
FOUND: WOMEN'S WATCH. Describe and claim 
266-7643. Near Zimmerman, 07/06 
3. SERVICES 
INTERVIEWERS; FACE-TO-FACE, wanted to 
work Saturqay evening$ 7-9 p.m., $3.00/hr. Call 
Albuquerque Urban Observatory, 277-;5(;38. 07/06 
PART-TIME JOB dRAOUATE: studems only. 
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to wor~ 
Friday. and Saturday nights. M'ust be 21 yrs. old. 
Apply in per.~on, no phone calls please. Save-Way 
Liquor Stores at 5708 lomas NE. ;5;516 Mcnaul NE. 
07/21 
Earn ·$15.00 a week 
Donate Twice Weekly 
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and 8 • 
editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical, 
scholastic. Charts& tables, 345~2125. 0112} 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Blood 
Plasma 
KINK01S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and 
now 3-minute Passport Ptmtos, No appointmem. 
268-Blll. 7127 
GUITAR LESSONS. Folk, rock, classical, jazz. 
Marc's guitar studio. 255-;5386. "Quality private 
instruction." 07/27 
NEED HELP? DON'T drop '"but. Will tutor Eng. 
100, lOl, 102; Chern. 121-122. Bio. 110,121,122. 
Learn how to study. 345·5232. 07/06 
ME!l.RIAM'S TYPING SERVICE, call 266-4770. 
Experien~.l!d, engineering, legal, medical, ~lr\t;stlcal. 
07/20 
TUTORING AVAILABLE FOR Minority Students 
,.in Nursing in Chemls1ry 212, Math 102, Biology 2,31), 
Call277·2l07. 06/29 
GET YOUR TYPEWRJTER repaired now at 
Discount Prices. 8Sl-4213. tfn 
FAST ACCURATE TYPING 266·39l3. trn 
GUITAR LESSONS: BEGIN· 
NINO/INTERMEDIATE Private or group classe.~. 
UNM Senior in Guitar. 266·7294, 07/05 
NE_E,D HELP WITH PAPERS? Typing, editing, 
rCVISIOil, TC.lC~rch, 281·300] Q7/20 
FREE BICYCLE REPAIR CLINICS at !he 
Albuquerque Bike Coop. 6~30 p.m. Thursday.~. 
Tonight's topic: derailleurs. Bring your bicycle! 106 
Girard S.E. Room I 17 265-5170. 07/06 
4. HOUSING 
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED apartmem with 
.swimming pool, dishwasher, disposal, refrigerated 
air. No pets or children. $195 with all utilities paid. 
209 Columbia SE. Call: 255-2685. rrn 
FALL SEMESTER: CANTERBURY CO·OP, small 
co-ed residence, 3 meals daily, ncar campus. Single 
rooms $800, 247·2515. 07/27 
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share large new 2 bdrm, 
2 bath mobile home. Located near Tramway exit, 
SilO per monlh; share electricity and phone. Prefer 
quiet. non-smoking persort, Comac1 Karla artcr 6 
p.m. at 293-0369. 07106 
BIKE TO CLASS, Super two-bedroom, central air, 
-fenced, klds and pets. Sl35.00, 262·1751. S30 fcc. 
Valley Rentals. 07/06 
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH house with study close to 
UNM !.tore. Refrigerator. Advanced Solar Systems 
2lS-4883. 07106 
'ON GIRARD, COZY one-bedroom, modern kitchen. 
$95.00. Utililies paid, 262-1751. SJO fee. Valley 
Remals. 07/06 
ROOMY 1 BEDROOM FURNISHED apanment, 
utilities paid, J18S.OO per month. f 16 Harvard S.E., 
call34S-2627. 07/06 
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid, 
$143.00 per month. 1710 Coal Pl. S.E, Call34.5-2627. 
07/06 
S7S.OO TWO BEDROOM, newer carpets, yard for 
kid$ and pets. 262·1 751. $30 fee. Valley Rentals. 
07/06 
5. FORSALE 
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST A collection of 
UNM's creative works is now on sale at UNM 
bookstore, the Mercado, and Marron Hall, Room 
131. S2.00. Support I heArts. 7127 
SUPER TUNE-UPS. Sl.5 any car. You buy pan<>. 
Bob 26l·40l4. 07120 
VW FASTBACK FOR SALE: $600, good 'ihape. Call 
after 5:00p.m. 345·7043 or 8"17·5939. 07i06 
HANGGLIDER: SEAGULL SEAHA WK 170. 
Excellent condition. TQdd, 247·005.5. 07106 
FOR SALE: 1970 Chevy Impala, good body, good 
interior, rebuilt trano;mi~~ion, rum great. $750 or bc~t 
orrcr. 243-7409. tfn 
MASSAGE WORKSHOP, SUNDAY July 9, For 
beginners and llllcrcs!cd non-beginners. Taught by 
!iccnsed massage lherupistS.' $1:5. For.inrormal ion call 
345·5114 or 2(16-3761. 07/06 
Chamisa Bookshop 
"Albuquerque's Discount Bookstore" 
3611 Simms S.E. o 266-1228 
}II$/ ujj CarUd!• S.E, Wblnc·kuouth IJ/Cl'n/w[ 
Your best br.t for nettl ami used books. 
I 
Donor Center 
8 am to 5 pm 
Tuesday - Saturday 
Doctor in 
residence ··· 
842-6991 
Albuquerque 
1307 Central NE 
Billa 
~fair m esigns 
closest 
Sebring Hair Design 
Centre to UNM 
offers $2.00 OFF 
regular price on all 
cuts July 6, 7, & 8 
by appt. only 
255-3279 
with coupon 
2914 Central 
~~:!•":<·.->r•~~·~•~s ~~::+~+::; ~+::+;r.:.~~:.c~:::.~:.•;~.:-;~+;<: ;~~~~C:"'4P.~·;:-:•;~ :~~·;~~~·;<+,~.>.:.c~::. ; .... . ~-./'. ... ~ 
M ~ M R ~, ATTENTION' ··~ . ~
.• ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~~ >< ~ ~ [~ ~~ ~ Athletes and others with athletes foot. ~ ~ ~ 
" ~ ~ :"~ If our examination confirms that you have a :) ~ fungus infection of the skin of your feet, you can: ~ 
~ 1. Advance medical knowledge l':i ~ ~ 
;) 2. Get rid of your infection (maybe) ':; ~ ~ ~-~ 3. Earn $50 (for certain) :·! 
H X ~ ~ ~ The Division of Dermatology of the University ~ 
:·l of New Mexico School of Medicine needs 30 volun- ~-: 
~ teers with dermatophytosis of the feet (athletes ~ 
~-i foot) to help test the comparitive effectiveness of a ~ ~ new proven safe antifungal preparation. ~-: ~ i ~·!. ~ ~ For a free examination to determine if vou ~ 
N qualify, report to the University of New Mexico ~,: ~-; -;..:. ~ Student Health Center between 9:00 A.M. and ~ 
~ 12:00 Noon, Satutday, July 15. For further in- ~ ~ formation call Dr. Smith or Mrs. Macinnis at 277- ~·! 
• n ~ 4757. ~ ~~ , ,9 
:•.i ~ . .; ~: .t ..... ,._.,_ ..... , •• ,,,..._ ...... .,.. .,.#'...._ ..... ~···~,. ........ ~·- --.~ ................ ., ....................... ~ ................ , .......... -............... ..-:!'~ ............ ~.· ......... •.t· •• ., ... ,... .. </'_.- < ............................ ~:; 
7' .. ·~ ~-................ .,. ..................................... ' ................ •'·"' .................... ~ ........ ,...,,T".# .......... ..,., .• , .... ~~-.s.:.-:.-...,..-, ....... ~.'lo. .... ,.. ... ~-......... , ............ -.;,..~., ................ .. 
BUY I GET 
I FREE 
with the purchase of I large 
drink, buy one fro-yo get the 
second of equal value for just lc 
tor>PilrH!S not ineluded 
New Mexico 
DAILY 
Thursday, July 13, 1978 
May not be inspected 
( .. 
·, · 
. . 
: ' . 
Fall semester tuition 
is due July 19. 
Electrical violations visible 
t 
. "' "'*':;'~.· .,, ... f.. ~.\ 
. , 
By DANIEL GIBSON 
Electrical work that falls below 
the standards of the National 
Electric Code has been completed 
in a remodeling job on ·the third 
floor of Ferris Engineering 
Complex. 
The work is being done by the 
University's physical plant. 
Assistant director of the electrical 
plant Ned Ross said, "We don't 
have an outside contractor on the 
job; we're doing all the work." 
The work has not been inspected, 
nor does it appear that it will ever 
be. Building work on campus is 
inspected . by state authorities, 
because UNM is a state-funded 
organization. The manager of the 
remodeling section of the physical 
plant said there "hasn't been any 
state inspectors on the job." Asked 
if the authorities would be in-
formed when the job is completely 
finished to arrange an inspection, 
he said, "We don't necessarily call 
them. We respond to them when 
they inquire." 
The most serious violation visible 
are kinks in the conduits. The 
conduits, running betw .n the 
actual and .the false roof, arc 
supposed to run through benders 
when they branch off to run 
FISHERPHOTO outlets. Instead of bending 
Visible through the new ceiling, these electrical conduits are gradually, all the outlet branches 
held only by twisted scrap wire . ... ~ have been made at right angles to 
the main power conduit. This 
Business school dean resigns 
The dean of the Robert 0. 
results tn chafe and wear -
potential sources of fire." 
A state inspector of the Con-
struction Industries Commission 
said if kinds are in the conduits, a 
violation has been committed; if 
there are benders, he said, there is 
no reason for kinks. He said he tries 
to make inspections of work done 
on campus once a year." 
A physical plant employee 
working on the scene said con-
struction at UNM frequently falls 
below code standards. He also said 
the inspectors tend to overlook 
violations because UNM is 
publicaly owned and such a large 
employer. 
The superintendent of the 
electrical plant, Art J oilnson, said 
in regards to inspecting completed 
work, "We usually do our own. 
They don't require us to have an 
inspector check all the work." He 
said if the state were to inspect all 
the work it would tic up too much 
time. 
fISHER PHOTO 
Anderson School of Business and 
Administrative. Sciences submitted 
his resignation as dean this week. 
The resignation will become ef-
fective July I, 1979. 
Rehder, a graduate of Stanford, 
taught at Stanford and the 
Universit~ of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill before coming to 
UNM. He plans to continue The renovations of the Electrical Engineering building con-
teaching at UNM. tain flaws such as these kinked conduits. 
Dr. Robert R. Rehder, in a letter 
to UNM President William E . 
Davis, said he wished to return to 
"full-time teaching, research and 
other scholarly activities." 
Rehder cites the 1975 ac-
creditation by the American 
Collegiate Schools of Business, the 
tripling of the faculty from 10 to 30 
and the establishment of an in-
dependent graduate school as being 
accomplishments during his ten-
year tenure as dean of the school. 
Before leaving his post as dean in 
1979 Rehder plans to establish a 
library containing the archives of 
Robert 0. Anderson and a research 
center for management of natural 
resources. Rehder said the library 
will be a major economic and 
business research center for the 
state. 
~~~:1~ 
CHADWICK PHOTO 
The choir loft and the pipe organ of the UNM Alumni Chapel, built entirely with private 
donations. 
Kids evade whooping cough 
By DEBBIE VOISIN 
There have been no confirmed 
cases of whooping cough since a 
physician who had been treating 
about 70 children in the Maternity 
and Infant Care Program and 
BCMC Pediatric· Clinic was 
diagnosed as having the illness two 
weeks ago. 
Patricia Sussman, public in-
formation officer at BCMC, said 
the parents of the 70 children were 
called and told to bring their 
childreti in to be tested for sym-
ptom, u1 whooping cough. 
Sussman said because there were 70 
children involved they had "taken 
normal precautions." 
The typical symptoms of 
whooping cough last approximately 
six weeks. At first it is thought to 
just be a "cold" with a runny nose 
and stuffed head. This is the most 
contagious time for spreading the 
illness and it may last two weeks. 
Then a cough develops that comes 
in paroxysms followed by a deep 
breath sounding like a "whoop." 
This may last two weeks. Finally, 
the person has a more ordinary 
cough which may last another tWo 
weeks, 
At a press conference, Dr. Anne 
Pressman, district health officer of 
the Bernalillo county Health 
Department, said, "The best way to 
prevent the disease is to immunize 
the children." ' 
Pressman said, "Once a person 
becomes infected with the B-
pertussis bacteria, erythromycin, an 
antibiotic, is the best means of 
killing the germs." 
Pressman said any child who was 
seen by the physician, if it seemed 
appropriate, would be given a 
course of erythromycin as a 
preventive measure. 
So far, so good. There has yet 
been no outbreak of whooping 
cough. 
Sussman stressed the importan~e 
of immunization. She said this 
incident showed how important it is 
for parents to make sure ~heir 
children have all necessary shoLS. 
UNMchapel 
honors dead 
from3wars 
By JOHN CHADWICK 
fhe UNM Alumni Chapel, built 
<·1 1960 as a memorial to UNM 
!:..,umni who died in WWI, WWII 
and the Korean conflict, sits quietly 
50 yards from the southwest corner 
of Scholes Hall. 
In the chapel are two large 
woodeh plaques listing some of the 
names of alumni who died in the 
wars. The chapel also' holds the 
distinction of being the only 
building on campus built entirely 
through the use of private 
donations. 
It holds about 125 persons and is 
used primarily for weddings and 
funerals, Gwinn "Bub" Henry, 
UNM Alumni director said. 
Spread throughout the chapel are 
small brass plaques with the names 
of various orgailizations and in-
dividuals who had raised money 
specifically for use in building the 
:hapel said Winifred Reiter, former 
UNM Alumni director. · 
She said the bells in the bell tower 
are old train bells which were 
donated by the Santa Fe Railroad. 
Henry said even the pipe organ in 
the chapel was made possible with 
"donations of all kinds." 
Even the woodwork in the chapel 
was designed by one person though 
some electrical tools were used in 
making the elahrate woodwork 
and altar. Henry sa1J. 
Henry described the design of the 
building as ''a blend of Spanish and 
(cOntinued on page 3! 
·' 
Do You Need 
Cash? 
Earn $15.00.a week 
Donate Twice Weekly 
"Issues in Scientific Exchanges 
with USSR" will be the topic of the 
fourth Lecture Under the Stars, 
Monday on the Central Mall. Dr. 
Charles Trumbull will speak. 
Trumbull earned his Ph.D. from 
Notre Dame University where he 
wrote· a dissertation on Soviet 
policy and propoganda during the 
war of Biafran secession. 
.. · :.-•. ~· 
:.·:< 
Blood 
Plasma 
Do.nor Center 
8 am to 5 pm 
Tuesday - Saturday 
Doctor in 
residence 
842-6991 
Albuquerque 
1307 Central NE 
. ·: 
: < .. 
Dr. Trumball, from the National 
Academy of Sciences in 
Washington, D.C., was born in 
Flint, Mich. in 1943 and moved 
with his family in 1976 to Las 
Vegas, N.M. where his grandfather 
had settled in the early 1900's. 
He has held various government 
assignments and, more recently, 
was principle staff officer for 
preparation of a major survey and 
evaluation of · Soviet-American 
scientific ties for the NAS. 
Lecture The Stars 
Summer 1978 Series 
"Issues in Scientific Exchanges 
. with the U.S.S.R." 
Dr. Charles Trumbell- From the National 
Academy of Sciences in Washington, D.C. 
Central Mall 8 p.m. 
There is no admission charge. The general pul:,lic Js invited, In 
case of bad weather the lecture will be moved to the SUB 
Ballroom, 
. CO<Jrd.inated by lhc: Student Acthitics Center, a division of the 
Dean of Students ornce. 
2421 SAN PEDRO NE 
(505) 266-8113 
· ·· .. ·. Tti¢.d~igners 'had you in m·ind. 
.. . '· .·· Christian bior. Oscar de Ia Rertta .. 
····• ·•·•····•.GiVei'\ChiV. besigner frames that help 
< ~~6~flo~:ll<vo,ll! best no matter what the 
fa!Sl'l~~rttr¢nd· •. It's as though each 
U(Ji~SfJ;fO~~t hadVoilir~rari,ous moods in 
< ·'• ,.,, J''"'' prescription eyewear 
· · frame that's right for you, 
-"'"·r,.,,· we care 'how you look 
:JifEr, •. ~andhow life looks at Yc;lU. 
t' r 
' . .. 
... . . """r. ~.o ' 
v .• ~ ~ ..  
;:),, .. ;Prescription eyewear since 1!!3~ ·• Convenient credit\available 
4300 Central Ave. S. E, ~ 4410 Central Ave. S. W. . '"• . 
Now at 7210-A Menaul Blvd., Sun Square Center 
Tlees resist 
FISHER PHOTO 
These young trees east of the Psychology building will 
survive in spite of gmundskeeper's abuse 
By JANA ASPIN 
Several young trees outside 
UNM's psychology building were 
almost killed this spring by the 
green machine. 
The trees at the east side of the 
building were planted there over a 
year ago. Bark was stripped off by 
a mower called a "green machine" 
used by university gardeners. 
growing section. "The mower 
whipped bark off, but not deep 
enough to cause any damage," he 
said. 
"The minimum price of the trees 
is about $45 a piece, depending on 
the size," said Bob Johns; land-
scape architect for UNM. Last 
year's landscaping budget was 
$135,000 for the north and main 
campus. Johns said the budget 
included salaries for two main-
tenance specialists. . ' 
Frank Feather, UNM hor-
ticulturist for physical plant said he 
was not aware of the problem, and 
has checked into it. Feather said the 
bark had not been stripped to the 
Feather said he would appreciat 
further help with plant lif• 
problems on the UNM campus. 
Key exposes 
media tricks 
Mediaprobe, Inc. president 
Wilson Bryan Key will discuss 
"Subliminal Dimensions of the 
Mass Media" Wednesday in the 
Roberts Room of Scholes Hall. 
Key, the author of Subliminal 
Seduction and Media Sexploitation, 
will look at how consumers are 
manipulated by mass media 
without being aware of the 
manipulation. 
All Lee 
All Levi's 
13.50 1st pair 
12.50 2nd pair 
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·Jn·ca·mpus reports 
Thefts dominate stats ltlilla . ifair·mesigns 
Sebring c~':r Design y:J' 
Centre to UNM 
· By MARC MERVIS 
Below are the reports provided 
by the UNM campus police for July 
5-.ll: 
July 5: 50-75 patient. billing 
cards, similar to credit cards, with 
various patients' names and billing 
numbers were reported stolen from 
an' unlocked desk in room 416 of 
the psychiatry department of the 
family practice building. The theft 
was believed to have occurred 
during the weekend of June 30 -
July 3. 
south entrance of the UNM Golf 
Clubhouse. The property was 
valued at $83. 
July 6: A motorized grass edger 
valued at $260, was reported stole~· 
by the UNM landscaping depar-
tment from a tool bin near the 
northwest corner of Hokona Hall 
at about 9!30 a.m. Also stolen were 
two padlocks valued at $10. 
wheel covers from a 1977 Chevrolet 
Monte Carlo parked in lot C. The 
student estimated value of the loss 
at $100. · 
July 10: Four Sony dictating 
machines were reported stolen 
sometime between 6 p.m. on July 7 
and 9 a.ms. on July 10 (a weekend) 
from four separate offices on the 
second floor south of BCMC. The 
department of surgery estimated 
the loss to be about $950. The 
police report indicated no forced 
entry. 
offers $2.00 OFF 
regular price on all 
cuts July 13, 14, & 15 
by appt. only 
255-3279 
Sale 
with coupon 
2914 Central 
Also this day, a purse containing 
cash and a driver's license was 
stolen about 4!15 p.m. from a 
counter at Bandelier East. 
July 7: An IBM Selectric 
typewriter was reported stolen from 
unlocked room 122 of the mental 
health center about 3:30 p.m The 
victim reported she left the room 
for about 10 minutes; when she 
returned, the typewriter was 
missing. 
. July 8: On this day, a 10-speed 
bicycle, valued at $170, was stolen 
near Clark Hall. Also stolen in a 
. separate incident were four mag rim 
Also this day, a UNM parking 
. enforcement officer spotted a 1968 
four-door Buick with an altered 
parking permit which investigation 
revealed to be a spring semester 
permit that expired May 20. 
The auto, parked in lot C 
displayed a permit altered to mak~ 
it a~pear to be a summer-only 
permit. 
new & used books 
store-wide 
Later, a pair of cowboy boots 
and shoe trees were stolen about 
7:40p.m. from the doorway of the 
I 
The Albuquerque Bike Coop has 
begun its summer series of free 
bicycle repair clinics. Clinics will be 
held at the Albuquerque Bike Coop 
every Thursday at 6:30 p.m. 
through August 3 I. 
The UNM Pre-health Science 
Club will meet today at 7 p.m. in 
Mitchell Hall Room 122. There will 
be a guest speaker on social isues in 
medicine. 
The New Mexico Wheelmen are 
scheduling bicycle rides every 
Sunday morning. Starting point is 
the Popejoy Hall box office. Rides 
are open to anyone over 13 years 
old . 
""Breast Feeding" is the topic to 
be discussed Wednesday, July 19 at 
the Southwest Maternity Center. 
Prospective and new parents are 
especially invited to attend. For 
more information, contact the 
center. 
... Chapel 
lcontil'lued from page 11 
Pueblo style architecture." 
Reiter said the chapel, which was 
in the planning stages for 20 years 
before it was built, ended up 
costing approximately $100,000. 
Donations, she said, ranged from 
$1 up to $5,000 donated by "a 
wealthy graduate from Califor-
nia." 
New Mexico NORML has an-
nounced the opening of a statewide 
headquarters in Albuquerque 
located at 116 Tulane SE. A grand 
opening party will be held July 22 
from noon to 6 p.m. · 
Dr. Gary W. Cooper will discuss 
"The SO LASE Laser-Results of a 
Laser Fusion Reactor Conceptual 
Design Study today at 4 p.m. in the 
Farris Engineering Center, Room 
145. 
Media Manipulation of con-
sumers will be the topic of a lecture 
by Wilson Bryon Key on Thursday, 
July 20 at 2 p.m. in Keller Hall of 
the UNM Fine Arts Center. Key is 
the author of "S.ubliminal 
Seduction" and "Media Sex-
ploitation." 
""Managing People" will be the 
topic of a workshop seminar to be 
presented Aug. 16 through 18 by 
the UNM Management 
Development Center. For more 
information call the center at the 
Robert 0. Anderson School of 
Business. 
Passive Solar Energy for 
residential use will be presented in 
two workshops in Albuquerque on 
1 uly 18 and 19. The first will be 
held at 7:30 p.m. at the Heights 
Community Center at 823 Buena 
Vista S.E. and the second will be 
held at the Albuquerque Federal 
Savings and Loan building at 
Menaul and Wyoming. Both are 
free and the public is invited. 
Students and Alumni may use the 
chapel, Henry said, with a small fee r 
charged to cover the cost of clean Correction up and more if an organist is 
desired: "We are not trying to 
make money," he sai~;l. 
The Alumni office handles all the 
bookings for the use of the chapel 
and will assist with arranging for an 
organist and offer advice, Hen.ry 
said. 
What of the future for the 
chapel? Henry said the Alumni 
Association is looking at the 
possibility of putting in more 
carpeting and also putting in air 
conditioning. But all that is in the 
future; Henry said. 
The July 6 issue of the 
LOBO incorrectly identified 
the emergency room doors 
as being 'Jammed." BCMC 
officials said these doors 
open erratically by design. 
The hospital's front doors, 
which had been stuck, are 
now fixed. 
July II: The wallet of a St. 
Joseph Hospital nurse was stolen 
from the bench next to where she 
was having lunch in Yale Park 
sometime between 3:50 p.m. and 
4:45p.m. 
20%off 
July 12-30 
Living Batch Bookstore 
2406 Central SE 
Clearance 
Buy2 
Get 1 Free 
or20%off 
(on all winter clothing) 
at the 
CENERAL 
STOllE 
111 Harvard S.E. 
(across from UNM) 
8117 Menaul N .E. 
(across from Hoffmantown) 
For th~ best in clothing 
and head supplies 
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Editorial 
lnterna.l conflict 
The latest sequence· of events concerning Russia and her dissidents is 
certainly a tough one to call, especially considering the subjects and the 
source-after all, Soviet news agencies and government spokesmen 
have been know to "withhold" certain information from the rest of the 
world. 
But what we have here are the trials of two Soviet dissidents, 
Anatoly Shcharansky, who faces the death penalty on an espionage 
charge, and Alexander Ginzburg, charged with anti-Soviet agitation 
and propaganda. 
We also have the SALT talks between Secretary of State Vance and 
Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko which were scheduled to begin 
Wednesday in Geneva. 
Congress is in an uproar, and so is much of the American population. 
Several Congressmen and Senators openly and vehemently opposed 
the arms talks and talk of detente between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.~ 
they say what is happening in Russia with the Soviet dissidents is in 
direct conflict with President Carter's articulated human rights plat-
form. , 
But the administration plans to go on with the rhetoric with the 
Soviets. · 
Granted, it is easier for Congress to sit back and attack the ad-
ministration for its plans; Congress is not dealing with the Soviet-
s- Carter and Vance are. . 
But this time, we must join Congress in chastising the administration 
and, hopefully, bring it around to our way of thinking. 
There is definitely a conflict of interests here, and priorities must be 
examined. We should build up more confidence in ourselves and realize 
that perhaps the Soviets are as afraid of us as we are of them. Only then 
can we have the upper hand. 
PONM responds 
By Lanny Tanning 
Public Service Company of N.M. 
The headline in your editorial section (June 29) was rather in-
teresting; 
Solar Hoax by Martin Nix 
While it could stand alone, several points demand response. 
1. If utilities and oil companies are soaking up three fourths of the 
investment capital in this country, how is it that the' investment 
community Is not aware of it7 There is no question that these 
businesses are seeking heavy investment- but 75 per cent? 
Noway. 
2. Consumers want low prices. Productivity is essential to low prices. 
Handmade Ferraris cost more than Fords. Unemployment could be 
lowered by having more people do different things rather than more 
people doing the same thing. 
3. No one is running around tearing down solar gree ·houses, 
clotheslines or anything else any individual wants to use solar tor. 
If solar blenders, stereos, photo enlargers, coffepots and fans are just 
around the corner, Walgreens will stock them and people will. buy them 
even if utilities aren't telling them not to. 
4. There is no plan for a rate to charge solar homes more in New 
Mexico. PNM has proposed a rate that would provide off-peak power at 
less then one third the price of on peak. Considering that well thought-
out solar homes have thermal storage, this could be viewed as a solar 
promotional rate. 
5. If the power tower has been deliberately over-designed in its 
assigned task of taking the 1 KW per square metter energy of the sun 
and creating superheated steam to efficiently drive a turbine, show 
how. The engineers are strapped into accepted laws of ther-
modynamics. Any new breakthough should not be kept secret by 
Martin Nix. 
Simply saying that things would cost less if they didn't cost as much 
ins't much in the way of a solution. 
Finally-more out of curiosity than anything else-who is going to 
run this outfit? "We the people" sounds good, but who are the people? 
Who is accountable to whom and how? Sounds like a politician 
telling people to vote for him because he's not a politician. 
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Letters 
ERA fora// 
Editor: 
A frequent observation of mine has been the synonymous use of the 
terms "women's rights" and "women's liberation" with the Equal 
Rights Amendment. While there is an association of these terms with 
the ERA, I think it rather one-sided and misleading to advocate 
ratification of the ERA on the basis that it promotes only women's 
rights. A careful reading of the amendment reveals that it is intended to 
strengthen respect for all human rights. 
The ERA certainly does represent more freedom for women; but, 
additionally, it represents more responsibility for women. We learn from 
our earliest childhood experiences that attendant with any kind of new 
freedom is new responsibility. With regard to the ERA, this means 
women must be willing to share equally with men all the burdens that 
come with all the freedoms in our societal institutions. Some opponents 
of the ERA tend to magnify the proposed burdens. The' reason puzzles 
me. Are they tying to protect the "weaker sex" or to keep the female 
sex weaker? Whatever the reason, the consequence remains the 
same-to perpetuate inequity. 
Some opponents of the ERA speak fearfully of the creation of a 
"unisex" society. Do we want this? A unisex societyT I do, indeed-as 
it pertains to the removal of sex from the categorical scheme of all 
matters for which such a distinction is irrelevant and unfair to either 
sex. Really, now, to oppose the ERA on the basis of the proposed 
consequence that men and women will be forced to use the same 
public restrooms is absurd! This appeal, and many others like it, 
represent the interpretation of extremists who are obviously hard 
pressed to establish a rational counterargument to the ERA. For-
tunately, our country is not run by extremists; and extremists will not be 
interpreting or enforcing the ERA should it be ratified. · 
I am "making an appeal to the consciences of all who truly wish to 
make functional a traditional doctrine of our country-a belief in the 
dignity and basic worth of all individuals. I believe that this can be 
achieved by supporting the ERA, by extending the time for ratification 
of the ERA, and by letting my congressmen know about it. 
Sharon Allen 
Abused resource 
Editor: 
Although I respect the goal you stated at the beginning of your term 
to make the newspaper more palatable for today's student, I've got to 
say that if the last issue (7/6) is any representative example, the LOBO 
is an insult to intelligence level that today's student is expected to 
maintain. Your news was largely taken from UPI, an information 
process as simple as going across the street to the J-building, ripping 
copy off the machine, taking it back across the street, and setting the 
type. The headline article was what most would consider a public 
service anr:~ouncement, and the bottom third of the first page was but a 
nebulous photograph. Then there's the gossip column all about just 
exactly whn showed up at Downtown Saturday Night, which turns out 
to be the sole article contributed by your news editor. Gees hi Oh, and 
the five editorials it took you to fill the op ed page were a little too 
controversial for my uncluttered little head. You'd expect at least the 
editClrial:: to take some vaguely hardlinP. position on something. And 
who could forget the one fourth-page J:JhOtograp11 of " ,;tuck door a~ 
BCMC. Just the issues. · 
What worries me about all this (and, believe me, I wouldn't expend 
the energy to write this letter if I were just complaining) is a strong 
feeling that today's student is but a smattering of what s/he was just 10 
years ago. Classically, the forefront of the intelligensia, the 
spokespeople of the varied political ideologies of the day, the people 
who circulated new thoughts about social direction were the students 
of the culture. The level of information emanating from today's 
universities is appaling! And so it is up to you, the daily disseminators Df 
information ta the student, to take the lead in setting a creative 
agenda ... stirring up some thought. 
You have the unique advantage of reaching a cross-sectional 
audience. Your market is every student who picks up a paper, no 
matter what their scholastic emphasis may be. I suggest that you get 
hip to that fact and utilize the resource that you go gluttonously abuse. 
Johann Fyg 
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by Garry Trudeau 
Moreland LeavBs 
UNM's 6-4 center Carol Moreland has deCided to leave the 
basketball arena,.for now at least. 
Estes Leads Fem Sports Moreland's Coach Kathy Marpe received· a letter from Moreland saying that she felt she could not play basketball without her engineering studies suffering. 
Marpe also said Moreland may come back and play here final year 
of eligibility out during the 1979-80 season. By ERNEST MONTOYA 
UNM ranks high in the nation 
among women sports programs. 
Mainly because of its women sports 
director Linda Estes. 
Estes has been with UNM for 
seven years. She has been a high 
school and college physical 
education instructor and said she 
has been interested in sports just 
about all her life. 
Estes said that she thinks· the 
Equal Rights Amendment has 
helped women sports along the 
most. 
"I think women should have 
every chance that a man does to 
compete in professional sports," 
Ah, good ol' Los Angeles. The home of the Rams, out-of-work 
actors and the perfect suntan. 
With all its beaches and stars, you would think they would be 
statisfied. 
But no, they have to gorge themselves into the sports scene by 
bidding for the Olympics. A National League pennant and a 
basketball player towering over seven feet are not enough. 
The International Olympic Committee (IOC) should forget 
about the town of Hollywood, Mickey Mouse and politicians with 
the never-ceasing gift of gab and come to Albuquerque. 
Albuquerque? 
Sure. But if Albuquerque is to host it, they should keep it quiet 
and certainly away from the politicians. 
Albuquerque has the Pit, University Stadium and anything else 
money from a federal grant could buy. 
UNM co.uld donate its dorms for the Olympic Village (they 
could put the shot-putters in Hokona seeings how a shot put can't 
do much more damage than last year's residents 'did). 
Albuquerque would be wise to agree to anything the IOC wants 
and then worry about it later. After all if Congress can bail out 
pollution-filled New York, why wouldn't they rush to rescue 
sunny Albuquerque? 
Los Angeles wants to agree on every fine line in the contract, 
which it found out attracts politicians and political issues. 
Politicians and issues are great for headlines in newspapers, but 
the Olympic game should not have to be mentioned in the same 
paragraph with politics. 
And if Albuquerque is to bid for the games, it should dt>mand 
blanket secrecy. 
Of course tliere will be leaks, b,ut tho~e who find out will be the 
ones that matter most: the athletes and the fans. 
With Clubs 
Golfers Invade 
An invasion of more than 300 men carrying clubs and little 
white balls is occurring at the UNM golf course this week. 
Included among the golfing invaders participating in the 
. Western Junior Golf Championship is UNM's John Fields and 
Curt Byrum. 
After the first day, Byrum was tied for the lead with an 18-hole 
total of 67 with Lee Sanchez of Santa Fe and Brigham Young's 
Bob Clampett. 
Fields shot a one-under-par 71. 
Last week Fields lost the city golf championship in sudden death 
to teammate Mitch Mooney. 
For the first time, the match play segment of the chamoionship 
will include 64 qualifiers. 
The five-day event started Tuesday and will proceed until 
Saturday, when tbe 61st Western Junior champ will be crowned. 
Albuquerque last hosted this tournament in 1960. 
• 
IM Doubles Begin. 
The UNM intramural program is offering a co-ree tennis 
doubles tournament as the last organized event this summer. 
Entries are due by this Tuesday, July 18th at 5 p.m. in the in-
tramural office room 230 of Johnson Gym. 
Play will begin either July 21, a Friday or July 24, a Monday. A 
mandatory participants meeting is scheduled at noon in room 120 
of Johnson Gym on Thursday July 20th. 
Times of the matches will be decided at the meeting so it is 
important for all to' attend. 
. . 
Estes said. 
Estes feels there should be more 
professional sports besides just golf 
and tennis. 
Marpe has recruted two twins from Minnesota who are both over 
,i.x-feet and was planning on using an inside game with 'the trio. 
''This changes things a lot,'' Marpe said of the Moreland departure. 
"We were counting on Carol's experience." Estes said "UNM would rank 
about 25th in the nation in women 
sports programs. UNM has nine 
women ~ sports teams with 
basketball and softball doing well 
in the regionals, but ·all the teams 
did well in their seasons.'' 
Moreland who has played for three years, was one of the nation's 
top rebounders averaging about 20 ·a game as well as 16 points a 
contest. 
Estes said she would like to see 
many more scholarships at UNM 
for women in every field and more 
money to do out of state recruiting 
more effectively: 
It's Finally Here! 
Women sports has had some 
trouble recruiting out of state talent 
because of that and also because of 
the limitation of scholarships for 
women sports. This could result in 
the loss of a big high school star. 
To celebrate we're 
having grand opening 
"Overall UNM has one of the 
best women sports programs going 
in the nation today," Estes said. 
Foosball 
Tournaments 
Earthrise 
She hopes to make it much more 
competitive and hopes to make it an 
even better program than it already 
is. 
Recreation 
-Bllliards 
-Pinball 
-Video Games Estes also said she would like to 
see many more people supporting 
the women at all of their outings. 
She said some students don't know 
it, but they can attend all of these 
sporting events free of charge with 
an athletic card. 
Foosball Tournaments 
-22 July 
$100.00 Pro/ Am Draw for Partner lpm 
-29 July 
$150.00Mixed Doubles & four on four 
draw for partner, starting at 2pm 
for more infonnation, call 265-9915 
106 Cornell SE 
Thank-you for 
your patronage 
The SUB deli and omelette shop appreciate 
your patronage. The Patty ltlelt, 
Hucvos Rancheros, Grilled Jluebcn, 
French Toast and the Salad nar arc 
all a greatsuccess. 
Our Salad Bar now 
features salads for 
Come over and try us: We're a 
great place to try new foods 
~nd meet new people 
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By LINDA GLEASON 
The Santa Fe Opera began its 
twenty-second season with a 
beautiful performance of Puccini's 
tragic opera Tosca. 
The story takes place in Rome 
during the Napoleonic wars. Tasca 
is sung by soprano Clamma Dale, 
who is making her Santa Fe Opera 
debut. 
Tasca is an opera star whose 
lover is a revolutionary painter, 
Cavaradossi, sung by tenor Jacque 
• Trussel. 
Cavaradossi gives refuge to an 
escaped political prisoner, 
Angeletti. The police chief Baron 
Scarpia, "sung by Victor Braun, is 
the villian in Tosca. 
Scarpia also has been obsessed 
with desire for Tasca. In his search 
for Angeletti, Scarpia tries to force 
Tasca into surrendering her love to 
him by having Cavaradossi tortured 
within her hearing. Scarpia 
demands Tasca's love in exchange 
for Cavaradossi's life. She finally 
consents yvhen Scarpia promises a 
mock execution of Cavaradossi. 
After he completes the final papers, 
through a mock execution. Tasca 
watches on ·while the mock 
execution takes place. As the firing 
squad leaves she ru~hes to 
Cavaradossi only to discover that 
she has been tricked. Cavaradossi is 
dead .. Tasca realizes that Scarpi's 
murder has been discovered and she 
throws herseif from the parapet to 
her death as Scarpia' s agents come 
for her. 
Tasca, directed by Jack O'Brien, · 
who is also making his Santa Fe 
Opera debut, will be sung in ltalial! 
with performances scheduled for 
JulyS, 7, 13,.J5,19,20;andAugust 
7, 14, 17, and 26. 
The rest of this-season's Santa Fe 
Opera repertory includes: Count 
Orly, by Rossini; Eugene Onegin, 
by Tschaikovsky; Salome, by 
Strauss; lmd The Dutchess of 
Malfi, by Oliver. 
ve-lvet A Winner 
INTERNATIONAL VELVET, MOM, 126 minutes. La. Blvd. Cinema 
By Andrew Cardona 
Writing, producing, ard directing "International Velvet", a sequel to 
Elizabeth Taylor's, ·"National Velvet", Bryan Forbes has put together a 
motion picture with all the ingredients of a smash hit. It stars Tatum 
O'Neal; Christopher Plummer, Anthony Hopkins, Nanette Newman, 
Jeffrey Byron, Sarah Bullen, and Daniel Abineri. 
The leading role of Sarah Brown is portrayed by O'Neal, who before our 
eyes, with grace and style, makes the transition from uncertain teenager to 
poised young woman. As an orphaned American girl, with a deep love for 
horses, Sarah comes to England to live with her Aunt Velvet (Newman), 
the character ponrayed by Miss Taylor in the earlier film. Sarah finds 
Aunt Velvet living with her lover John Seaton (Plummer), a writer. Sarah 
sees in John's personality" a man willing to accept a challenge, yet shying 
away from repsonsibility. . 
Because of Sarah's love for horses and competition, she sets her sights 
toward making the British Olympic Equestrian Team. In her attempt to 
make the team, Sarah meets two people.who will change the course of her 
life. The first is Captain Johnson (Hopkins), coach of the British 
Equestrian team, who coache• S>~rah on the proper method of Olympic 
riding. The second, Scott Saunders (Byron) is the captain of the U.S. 
Equestrian Team. Scott falls in love with Sarah and later marries· her. 
Byron will probably enter the history books as Tatum O'Neal's first on-
screen love. 
Scarpia embraces Tosca who then PHOTo BY DAVID STEIN 
stabs him to death. · · . Tosca (Cfamma Dale} tells Cavaradossi (Jacque Trusse/J that 
Forbes fascinates the audience with on-screen realism. For those of us 
not familiar with an Equestrian event, Forbes captures the thrill and 
danger of the competition. Adding to the realism, he shot the film on 
location throughout England, and in Ledyard, Massachusetts, at the U.S. 
Equestrian championships. The beauty of the scenery is captured in the 
.Photography of the English countryside near Devon. The camera shows us 
the beauty of the deep sea, miles of sandy coves and the rich beauty of 
green fields and hills. This film can only be appreciated on the wide cinema 
screen. 
During th~ last act T?sca tells his "mock execution" is about to take place before they can 
Cavaradoss1 that he 1s to go flee to safety together. 
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August Plinth 
presents 
Howling Wolf 
- -
= = 
= = reading from 
Collected. Poems 
- -
at 
= = 
= = 
Coffeehouse 
= = 
= = 3rd and Central 
July 22, 8pm 
= = = = 
= = 
3§ = 
-· -
George Perrault 7:30 
Howling Wolf 8:00 
= = 
- Keith Wilson 8:30 
= = 
c:~e;i~:treo;;ns 
~ 
= \1 iii 
- ~~~ ~:;s!:~kstore -
Living Batch 
§i§ Little Professor, = 
= - "Howling Wolf is a superb poef' = 
. = 
- -Robert Duncan = 
-''The best reader I've ever heard" 
_ -Everett campbell = 
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Long Players 
Ron Carter, Peg Leg 
Milestone Records M-90sz 
Stanley Clarke, move over. Ron 
Carter has once again proven 
himself to be the finest bass player 
in the world of jazz. 
With strong support from a very 
fine back-up group, Peg Leg is 
perhaps the finest jazz album to 
have been released this year.· 
Ron Carter is a total musician 
who has played on albums with 
other jazz greats such as Milt 
Jackson and McCoy Tyner as well 
as others too numerous to mention. 
Combining all three ingredients of acting, realism, and scenic beauty, 
and adding his own talents, producer-director-writer Forbes has created an 
excellent motion picture. His style is to the point, with no time wasted on 
needless dialogue. He keeps the action constantly moving, captivating the 
viewer. The ability to restrict the sex and violence adds to Forbes' talent as 
a producer-director. Bedroom scenes in the film are strictly conversations 
between Velvet and her lover John; these scenes add humor to the 
dialogue. The only violent scene in the movie comes when a horse has to be 
shot to prevent a stampede in a jet liner cargo area. The sex and violence 
restrictions make "International Velvet" an excellent family motion 
picture. Showing at the Louisiana Blvd. Cinema I-11-111. 
There is a conspicuous lack of 
electrics on the album which makes 
for a truly exciting musical ex-
perience. 
Piano player Kenny Barron 
deserves credit for his part on the 
album. The piano parts on the 
album complete the total sound of 
Peg Leg which include woodwinds 
and an excellent drummer. 
The recording and production on 
the album was also a job well done. 
The production job was no less 
than superb, making for a nice, 
dean recording with believable 
stereo separation. 
John Lodge's Steppin' In A Slide 
_Zone, the opening track on the 
album, is one of the best things the 
Moodies have ever dam. It has to 
rank with his I'm Just A Singer 1n 
A Rock & Roll Band-a classic 
tune. Great opening, great effects, 
it's the best tune on the album. 
The remainder of the album is 
understated-mellower. There's 
more use of horns and a subtler 
bass throughout.' Justin Hayward's 
Top Rank Suite has some very nice 
use of the sax and Mike Pinder's 
mellotron. 
Octave is a typical Moody Blues 
album-well produced, good 
arrangements, tight playing. It's 
one of their best efforts. JW 
Wayion Jennings,etal,-White 
Mansions, A & M SP-6004 
This is an album for the "jazz 
purist" and anybody else who can 
appreciate fine music that dares to 
deviate from the new "jazz-rock" 
style which seems to have lost touch 
with what jazz is really all about. JC 
What Rick Wakeman and rock 
did for Journey to the Center of the 
Earth, an all star country music 
The Moody Blues, Octave, London lineup has done for the Civil War. 
PS708 White Mansions features Waylon 
It's good to have the Moodies Jennings, Jesse Coulter, John 
"back. They were the originators of Dillon, Steve Cash, Bernie Leaden 
the classical-rock format and, until (ex-Eagle) and Eric Clapton 
ELO, its most successful (backup only) singing a story of a 
proponents. Though Octave won't family in the Civil War South. 
take the title from ELO, it goes a Overall, White Mansions makes for 
long way toward re-establishing the good, mellow listening during lazy 
Moodies' preeminence. . summer afternoons. JC 
Arts 
Events 
ARTS CALENDAR July 13-20 
Thursday, 
"Playball ", 
lower level, 
charge. 
July 13: Dance, 
Fine Arts Center, 
8 p.m., admission 
Friday, .July 14: Dance. "Out Of 
The Blue", New Mexico Dance 
Works, Rodey Theater, 8 p,m., 
admission charge. 
KNME-TV, Channel 5-"From 
Paris With Love: An Evening of 
French Television", 9 p.m. A rare 
glimpse of contemporary French 
culture through the eyes of French 
television. 
Monday, July 17: Lecture Under 
The Stars, Dr. Charles Truro bull, 
"Issues In Scientific Exchanges 
With The U.S.S.R.", 8 p.m., 
Central Mall, free. 
Slide Show, Richard Tompson, 
painter, Room 20I 8, Fine Arts 
Center, 7:30p.m., free. 
Continuing Events: 
Exhibit: Raymond Jonson's 29th 
Annual Summer Exhibition, 
Jonson Gallery, Noon-6 p.m. daily 
except Monday, free. 
Exhibit:· "19th Century Navajo 
Weaving", Maxwell Museum, 
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Sat. 10 
a.m.-4 p.m., S\ln. 1-5 p.m., 
through Sept. ·17, free. 
Exhibit: Faculty Art Show, Art 
g.:,:;::::.:::::::;:.JJ~~!:~.,!!!~~~~~~~;!~,IJ Bldg. Teaching Gallery, Rm. 202, 
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m., free. 
Exhibit: "Spanish Colonial 
Paintngs, N.M. Santos and Bultos" 
and "Paintings, Drawings, and 
Photographs Done In New 
Mexico" Art Museum, Fine Arts 
Center, Tues.·Fri. 10 a.m.•3 p.m., 
Sun. l-5 p.m., admission charge . 
MODERN TIMES 
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After 
Inventory. 
******** Store Hours: Fri. 11·9 S 
Pioneer Reel 
Pioneer's , RT , 707 
Auto Reverse 
Stereo 
Reel to Reel 
Now$47995 
Dual Turntable 
One time only the Dual 1237 complete with the 
Shure ME908 cariridge 
Pioneer Reciever 
The Pioneer SX 550, the one to choose 
Now 
Technics Super System 
ECI • Cerwih Vega 
• BIC Speakers 
Sansui Recelver 
ECI 
Spectrum 
5001R 
Cerwin 
Vega 
311R 
BIC 
FormulaS 
The Sansui 6060 AIM Receiver - includes mic 
mixer, 40 watts/channel. Quantities limited. 
e come tot e 
Bargain Basement 
Receivers 
Sansui 5050 •.. - ................. 195.00 
Sansui 9090 •••••• _ ........ , ••••• 449.00 
Pioneer SX 1250 ••• - .••.••.••••••• 499.00 
Technics SA5070 ••.••.••••.•••.• 119.95 
Turntables 
Pioneer PL·570 mirror table •••••••• 159.95 
Phillips 406 ..•••••.••.•••••••••.• 98.00 
P.E.Impro 3044 ................... 78.00 
P.E. lmpro 5048 ................... 10.00 
Pioneer PL 112D .................. 85.00 
BIC 1000 •••••.•••.••••••••••••• , 199.95 
BIC 940 ••••...•.••.••••••••••••• 101.00 
BIC 960 ••••••.•.••.••••••••••••• 121.00 
Cassette Decks 
Teac A·420 •••••••••••..•.••••••. 285.00 
Speakers (demonstrators) 
BIC Formula 5 ••••.•.••••••• 155.00 each 
BIC Formula 6 .•••••••.••••• 185.00 each 
BIC Formula 7 
Your Choice 
each 
Sanyo carS-track 
& Pioneer speakers 
In-dash stereo with 2 Pioneer P10L speakers 
BLANK 
TAPE& 
ACCESSORIES 
BASF Perf. 8·track 90 min ....... 1.59 
BASF Studio 8·track 90 min ..... 1.89 
Scotch Lo Noise 8-track 90 min .. 1.99 
Maxell UDXL 1 cassette 90 min .. 3.99 
TDK ADC-60 cassette 60 min .... 1.99 
TDK 7" Reel L-1800 ............ 4.99 
Max ell 7" Reel U 035-90 ..•..... 5.99 
Maxell10" Reel UD35·180 ...•. 17.99 
25' headphone extension ..•.... 2.99 
Watts record care kit .....•.... 9,95 
Sound guard care kit ..•....... 11.99 
Teac Cassette 
Full front load stereo cassette deck with Dolby-
the Teac A·100 
Now 
Pioneer Car Cassette 
The Pioneer KP4000 Stereo AM/FM cassette. In· 
dash, it fits most cars and trucks. 
S24995 
Pioneer 
Compact 
System 
Pioneer Super System 
Start with the Pioneer 
SX650 and also 2 ECI 
Legend X speaker systems 
and a Dual CS1241 with 
Sudio Technica cartridge. 
Now$79995 
f ·~ ~ 
.. -- ', 
The RH6161 includes AM/FM Stereo Receiver, 8· 
track recorder lull automatic turntable and 
2 cabinet 
Pioneer RH~60 8-track 
recorder/player 
~-~ AAOO 
NOW.,.. I .... .:J--
TEAC 
®PIONEER 
Onkyo Receiver 
One and only chance! 
The h!Jge Onkyo TX8500. 110 watts 
per channel, artz locked tuning 
S49800 
WE MAKE IT EVERY STORE DISCOUNT IS IN OUR NAME WE SELL STEREO 
EASY TO BUY! 
Enjoy the music today, with convenient 
monthly payments, on approved credit. 
Most major credit cards honored on 
most purchases, lnterest·free layaway 
is also available 
/SA WAREHOUSE 
Each one is packed with great stereo. 
You'illlnd the-best names and the latest 
equipment because· we believe you 
shouldn't be limited to a limited 
s<~leclion. 
AND WE'RE PROUD OF IT NOT ATMOSPHERE! 
Offering true discount prices dey·in and We don't fool you with pretty store Our people are stereo experts ' 
day-out is a matter of pride. In fact, fronts, flashy fixtures ahcl expensive ested in giving you the kind 
discount prices are what we're all frills, that add to the cost of buying. We discount prices and great sen,!cil 
about. That's why we're the GREAT don 'I have all that expensive overhead, keeps us No. 1 with you. W~~~~~~et 
AMERICAN CUSTOM. so you don't pay extra for frills. the most music for your n 
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Mass 
·~obegin 
Cochiti 
' feast 
By MARC MERVIS 
Cochiti Pueblo will honor their 
patron saint this Friday with a day 
of feasting, .dancing and a mass. 
The annual San Buenaventura 
Feast Day, celebrated every July 14, 
will begin with a morning Mass at 9 
a.m. in the old San Buenaventura 
d~ Cochiti mission church .. 
After the Mass, a statue of San 
Buenaventura, the patron saint, 
will be carried in a procession from 
the church to the plaza bower. 
To the accompaniment of 
chanters and drummers, men, 
women and children of the pueblo, 
dressed in ceremonial attire, will 
perform a corn dance sometime 
after I I a.m. 
The corn dance is performed to 
bring rain and promote crop 
growth. Dancing usually begins 
about noon, continuing at frequent 
intervals through late afternoon. 
After the dancing, tne statue of 
San Buenaventura is carried back to 
the church. 
Visitors are welcome to attend 
this festive occasion, but alcoholic 
beverages, photography, sketching 
and tape recording are prohibited. 
Cochiti Pueblo has occupied its 
present site since about 1250 A.D. 
On the west· bank of the Rio 
Grande it is situated just south of 
' . the Cochiti Dam-and Reservou. 
The pueblo is about 50 miles 
north· of Albuquerque. From 
Albuquerque, take I-25 north, then 
turn left on State Route 22 going 
west. The pueblo is west of the Rio 
Grande. A state map may be useful. 
Cochiti, with a population of 
about 600, is well known for its 
dou hie-headed drums, jewelry and 
pottery. Storyteller dolls, made by 
Helen Cordero, have sold as far 
away as England. 
-- -- ~-- ·--
Daily Lobo 
SubscriptiOn$ 
' 
1. PERSONALS 
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, tn'·phou.n •. 'Lowest 
prices in town. Fast, ptea~1ng. Call2-55-2444 or come 
to 1717 Girard Blvd, NE. A-Photug.r.tpher. 07127 
BAHA'I FAITH TEACHINGS -to establish world 
unity. Weekly discussions. FREE Literature. Wrhe 
Box4873. Zip87106. Call2%:-5870.. 07/27 
CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS, 
Casey Optical Compar~y, 255-8736. 07127 
SUPPORT THE ARTS! BUY Conceptions South· 
wer;t. On sale now in Marron Hall Rm. 131, the 
Mercado, and the UNM Bookstore for $2,00. 07/27 
PRICES REDUCED 102 to 402 orr entire inventory. 
$11.00 backpacks, now $9.00. Leg lights only $1.00. 
27" gumwaa tire, now just, $3.25. Brake cable 
complete with housing, 85c. Toe clips, water bottles, 
al\oy rear racks, thorn tubes, handlebar tap.e, lubes, 
all at lowest prices. 102 Richmond NE, Richmond 
Bicycle Supply. 266-1611 07/20 
FREE EARS FREE TALK FREE MINDS. We 
Marron Hall131 
or by mail to: 
UNM Box 20, UNM 
Albuquerque, NM 
81131 
air. No pets or children. $195 whh all utilities paid. 
209 Columbia SE, Call: 255·2685, tfn 
FALL SEMESTER; CANTERBURY CO,OP, small 
co-ed re~idence, ) meals daily, near ~mpus. Single 
rooms$8001 247-25\5. 07127 
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid. 
$143.00/mo. 1710Coa\SE. Ca\1345-2627. 07/13 
HOUSEMATE TO SHARE spacious two bedroom 
hou~c near UNM $110 plus utilities. Call842-9879. 
07127 . 
TWO BEDROOM APT Dishwater and disposaL 
$220/mo, plus gas and electric. No pets. No children. 
\5 min, from UNM by freeway. 298.0090. 07/13 
STUDENT SPECIAL, COZY one-bedroom with all 
utiJitics paid. $65. Valley Rentals. 262-1751.$30 fee, 
. 07/13 
NE FOUR ROOM HOUSE. Shaded !Yard. $95, 
Utilhies paid, Valley Rentals 262-175\. $30 fee, 07/\:J 
PLUSH TWO BEDROOM modern kitchen yard for 
children. $1 ~0. Valley Rentals. 262-1751, $30 fee. 
07113 
can listen to your problems with an open mind and a 5 FOR SALE 
dirferent perspective. Call or come and· see us. ;;·;::;;:;:;:;:;;;:;~~~~;;~~~ AGORA'shereforyou, 277-3013. 07/13 
2. 
LOST: LADIES WATCH, silver ova~ bands ~ith 
turquoise stones. Reward. 242-5892, 265·8596. OJ /13 
fOUND: JULY 6, near 1\1arron Hall, one tennjs 
racket. De5cribc and claim. Marron Hall, rm. 131. 
07120 
FOR SALEt \970 Chevy Impala, good body, good 
interior, rebuilt tran~mL~sion, runs great. $750 or best 
offer. 243.7409, tfn 
10 2 DIS\OlJNT ON ALL Peugeot Nishiki 
bicycle~. J .J. Moped. 3222 Central SE. 268-3949, 
07/13 
ANTIQUE CLOTHING CORNER at "Second 
Chance Man,'' 30040 Central SE., 10-5 pm, Tues. 
thru Friday. 07/27 fOUND: WRIST WATCH on Buena Vista. Identify 
watch and band to claim. Ca\1294-7554. 07/20 LEAVING TOWN MUST sell good stereo with 
3. SERVICES 
radio, turntable, speakers for $50 and \ovcscat, $25. 
Call Bill. 266-2982. 07/20 
COMPARE OUR PRICES ON bicycle pam and 
I ' d accc~~;orie~. Exnr-rt repnirs. Or do your own repairs QA TYPING SERVICE. A camp cte typmg .an ~"'" 
editorial system. Technical, general, legnl, mcd•cal, with our tools. Instruction available. Albuquerque 
hi · Ch s&t•lcs345212S 07/27 BikeCoop.106GirardSE.Rooml17.265-5170. sc o ast1c. art av · • · • 07/tJ 
KINKO'~ TYPING SERVI~~s~IDN~ :ele~r~~~=~: ' SAVE NOW1 PADLOCKS, chalm, n~d cables: all 
now 3-m mute Passport Ph pp 7/27 reduced 202. Bicycle part:; and accessones !Olto 402 
268-8515. . . off regular low prices. Reduced labor rates thru July 
GUITAR L~SONS. Folk, rock, classrcal, Jazz. ,3~1 !:.' ~IO~l~R~ic~hm~o~"::_d !C.NE=:_ _ -=:-::-::-=--=0'-'7/..:.:13 Marc's guitar studio. 255-5886. "Quality private _ s · · 
instruction." 07127 6 EMPLOYMENT 
NEED HELP7 DON'T drop out. Wilt .tutor Eng. ::;·;:;;;:;;~~~~~~~;:~ 100, 101, 102; Chern. 121-122. Bio. 110,121,122. "' 
learn how to study. 345-5232. 07/06 PART-TIME JOB: Sales, nexible hours, good pay, 
Po<isible full-time during break. Call: Phil Franczy_k, MERRIAM'S TYPING SERVICE, call 266-4770. CUJ. BE3 . 53~. 01110 
Experienced, engine-ering, legal, medico!, sratlst~;;·20 PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE :uullef.:.<i only. 
Afternoom and evenings. Must be able to work 
GET YOUR TYPEWRITER repaired now at Friday anct' S<lturday nig~ts. Must be 21 yrs. old. Di<;countPrices.881~4213. tfn Apply in person, no phone ca1\s please. Save-Way_ 
FAST ACCURATE TYPING 266-39SJ. tfn Liquor Stores at 5708 Lomas NE. 5516Menau\ NE. 
NEED HELP WITH PAPERS'? Typing, editing, 07/27 
revision, research, 281-3001 07120 TRIBUNE NEWSPAPER ROUTE: Monday • 
FREE BICYCLE REPAIR CLINICS at the SatUrday, 3:30-5:30. $340.00/mo. 266-6676. 07/13 
Albuquerque Bil:e Coop. 6:30 pm Thursdays. HELP WANTED. PERRY'S Pizza, 2004 Central SE. 
Tonight's topic: rear derailleurs. Bring your bicycle! Acro.~s from UNM. I) Days, approx. 30 hrs. per 
106 Girard SE. Room 117, 265-5170. 07/13 week. 2} Pizza roller, mornings- approx. 10· 12 hrs. 
SUPER TUNE-UPS, $10. You buy pans. Bob, 265· per week. 07/13 
4054. 07120 JANITORS, PERMANENT, PART·TIME e~ening 
work.. Ex.perlenee not necessary, Expenenced 
noormen needed, Apply Martin Maintemmce, 131 
Me~illa NE, Thursday, Friday, :1:00 · ~. 00 pr ... ~,7/IJ 
APARTMENT MANAGER WANTED. Prefer 
clean-cut mature single male to rent, manage and 
4. HOUSING 
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED apa1tment with ~~immint pool, dishwasher, disposal, refrigerate~ 
daily 11°3 
t-Jresents 
Foot Long 
Hot Dogs 
.35c 
pcrlorm minor maJIHet1an~.·c lor 26 newer.UNM area 
in exchange for apartment and lllilities. References 
rcqt~ircd: Call for interview appointment 883·5940, 
07127 
I 
CHEAP WATER BEDS AT Water Trips, $99 buy~ 
you 1) Any size dal"k walnut stained frame. 2) saf7ty 
liner, 3) foi\m insulated comfort pad, 4) any ~·ze 
mattress with 5-yr guarantee. $99 at Water Tnps, 
3407 Central NE, 25!i~22R9. 07/27 
LOVABLE PUP AVAILABLE. Mostly Shepherd. 
About six months old. Free, Call Edie at 277-5234 or 
255·8239. 07 Ill 
TEACHER ADVOCATE AT UNM, ATFINMFT 8-
COPIES· 
Overnight 
. 31/2cea 
· 4c-8{lme day 
No Minimum 
KINKO'S. 
2312 Cent. S£.268-8515 
11 a.m. TuTh SUB. 07/20 ;;;;:-::;;:;;::;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;_ ;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-
SUNGLASS HD'QTS . 
· !{ay~Bans. Photo-Chrome. 
Gradients. Mirrors. or' Pola.r.ized 
Casey Optical Co. 
!.\/·11 dmrr lu C:a.\1"1{ lkw/1 L'rui-',1 
Lomas at Washington· 
255-6329 
Orienteering 
Class 
July24-30 
-SS.OOFee 
L~arn to use 
map and compass 
expertly! 
810.00 (88.00 if you 
register in advance) 
Mon.-Fri. 10-6 Sat. 9-5 
We accept BAC (Visa) 
and Mastercharge Cards 
Do You Need 
Cash?' 
Earn $15.00 a week 
J)onate Twice Weekly 
Blood 
Plasma 
Donor Center 
8 am to 5 pm 
Tuesday - Saturday 
Doctor in 
residence 
842-6991 
Albuquerque 
1307 Central NE 
Noon 
Buffet 
Enjov all the pizza and 
salad you can eat 
for only $1.19 
Monday thru Friday 
from 11 :00 am to 2:00pm 
Children under 12: age x 15' 
• P1zzalnn® 
· (t\Wve got a feeling 
you're gonna like us:~ 
Bl d NE 296-0588 1240 Wyoming v . 881_1081 
· 5555 Montgomery NE 
3040 Juan TaboNE 298-6868 
July Sale! 
10°/o off 
Save 1 0°/o with this coupon towa_rds the 
purchase of any bicycle accessory. Over 400 
bicycles to choose from. Offer ends 7-22-78 
· Choose from the largest selection 
of bicycles and accessories World Champion Bicycles 2122 Coal Place SE dffYale between lead and Coal 
843·9378 in theSW 
20coff 
with coupon 
Directly Across From Yale Park 
2216 Central SE-265-5986 
Buy any sandwich and get 20c off 
(excluding Crown, Inflation, 
Health Spa, and Posh) 
Coupon expires July 19, 1978 
_,., __ --..1.!/'..t.Y._.:.: • .l;"~·-···-
S!'!!lCll.lll; 
COJ;,i ·lUcTIOl'l~ 
New Mexico 
DAILY 
Thursday, July 20, 1.978 
For new students 
reading this, their first 
issue of the LOBO, we 
hope we have given you 
a small look at UNM. 
P • 1· d. KU ·. ·-
ByANGELAATIERBERRY. uo 1c ra 10 comes to NM 
National Radio Programming 
(NPR) is returning to Albuquerque 
and will be aired through KUNM, 
the university FM station, 
beginning July 31. 
radio stations throughout the U.S. 
who use NPR programming. The 
now defunct KIPC radio station in 
Albuquerque carried NPR 
programming, butr went bankrupt 
in August, 1977. 
programing it had only three full-
time employees. 
"We frankly think that most of 
the programming is excellent and 
we feel this 'will increase listening to 
our station,'' Peter Cubra, 
development director for KUNM 
said. 
NPR is the radio equivalent of 
the Public Broadcasting Service 
which is aired here on KNME, 
ChannelS. 
"In our new schedule, we will be 
using 16 hours of NPR 
programming a week, That's lower 
than the national average of 20 
hours weekly," Cubra said, 
K!JNM will be joining some 200 
"It was the first NPR-affiliated 
station to go bankrupt," Cubra 
said. 
NPR has existed since 1967 and 
receives monetary support from 
Congress. Since it is a federally 
funded program, there will be no 
charge to the univershy to use the 
programming. 
Before KUNM could use NPR, it 
had to meet certain federal NPR 
guidelines. One of these stipulated 
at least five full-time workers be 
employed at the station. When 
KUNM first petitioned for NPR 
· "Vice president Swede Johnson 
was helpful in getting us two CETA 
slots t&. bring our full-time em-
ployment up," Cubra said. Cubra, 
a former high school teacher and 
community organizer, was hired as 
a result of the employment 
openings. 
As development director for 
KUNM. Cubra is in charge of fund-
raising for the station, soliciting 
volunte.ers to work there, and 
describes himself as KUNM's 
catch-ali organization man.'' 
KUNM receives most of its 
funding from ASUNM and GSA; 
Cubra hopes to change that 
situation. 
donate money to KUNM in the 
form of tax deductible grants. By 
doing so, they'll be helping us as 
well as themselves." 
Beginning in 18 months, the NPR 
will start giving KUNM a per-
centage of funding based on the 
income KUNM derives from its 
own sources. 
NPR is also bringing needed 
experience. "They've been around 
a lot longer than we have and they 
~now more about the radio 
business," Cubra said. 
"Our station manager, Paul 
Mansfield, is in Washington, D.C. 
for five days to learn new station 
operating procedures," Cubra said. 
. His expenses are being paid by the 
it is free. All of it is going to help 
the station," Cubra said. 
To inform the public of the new 
KUNM schedule, including the new 
NPR programming, KUNM will 
begin re-publishing Zounds, a 
monthly publication describing 
what programs and types of music 
will be aired at certain times of the 
day. 
Cubra said the publication will be 
distributed at the beginning of each 
month city-wide, as well as at 
UNM. 
"I hope to get businesses here to 
Constant-running fountain 
NPR. In addition to Mansfield's 
training, NPR will be educating all 
·KUNM workers by sending 
materials and representatives to 
teach new techniques in all aspects 
of the radio field on a regular basis. 
"KUNM is not merely a campus 
radio station, but a community 
radio station. We hope to establish 
a radio board in the near future 
composed of university students 
and community represen-
tatives ... we hope to work in 
some respects as a liason between 
the univGrsity and the community," 
Cubrasaid_ 
wastes 1500 gallons 
By JOHN CHADWICK 
"NPR is bringing us a lot. All of 
south of UNM 
KUNM's schedule for July is on 
page 7. 
The fountain in the courtyard 
behind the civil engineering 
building is running 24 hours a day, 
without using a recycling system, 
Two engineering students who 
brought the story to the attention of 
the LOBO have calculated the 
fountain uses I ,555 gallons of water 
every 24 hours. 
Duane Garfield, a technician at 
civil engineering, said the fountain 
runs 24 hours a day to keep algae 
from building up in the fountain. 
He also said the fountain is cleaned 
once a week, 
"It was designed that way," 
Garfield said, referring to the lack 
of a recycling system. 
He said thare is talk of putting in 
a recycling system but there are no 
definite plans for it yet. 
Van Dorn Hooker, university 
architect, said the fountain was 
originally designed by civil 
engineering students. 
Garfield said the fountain was 
put in about 15 years ago. 
John Freshman, assistant 
manager in customer services at the 
city water department said the 
charge to an individual for the 
amount of water being used by the 
fountain would come to $21 a 
month. 
In a 30 day period of time the 
fountain would use approxim~tely 
46,650 gallons of water. 
Freshman said the city bills 
customers at a rate of 33 cents per 
cubic foot. He said there are 7.48 
gallons of water in a cubic foot. 
The University, though, does not 
get its water from the city. 
Physical Plant director, Floyd 
Williams said the University has 
three wells to supply water for the 
academic and administrative ac-
tivities on the campus. 
The wells are located at Girard 
and Campus, under the tennis 
courts north of Johnson Gym and 
on the north campus east of the 
physics building, Williams said. 
Parking problems 
:of 
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By JOHN CHADWICK 
So you had a hard time trying to 
get a parking space today and you 
ended up parking somehwere south 
of the University. 
Residents south of UNM con-
sider parking to be one of the 
b1ggest problems in that area. 
Residents south of the University 
have two neighborhood 
as_sociations, University Heights 
and Silver Hill, and the two groups 
met last Wednesday in the SUB 
Ballroom to "discuss long range 
plans for the area." 
One idea that has been passed 
along to the city council is the 
possibility of permit parking. By 
CPC tours 
Continue 
'I 
Persons interested in touring the 
new Children's Psychiatric Center 
who were unable to attend the 
recent dedication ceremony may 
still see the facility. 
Groups interested in touring the 
facility before July 24, when the 
first children are to be admitted, 
may arrange a tour by calling the 
CPC administration office. 
doing this, residents would be given 
a certain number of street parking 
permits and any one parking in the 
area without a permit would receive 
a ticket. 
ASUNM vice-president, Leonard 
Garcia, said there are assurances 
from the University Pla.nning 
Commission that there would be 
adequate parking made available to 
compensate for the loss of spaces 
due to perrmit parking. 
Members of the University 
Heights area who attended the 
meeting voted as one of their 
recommendations that the zoning 
Jaws should encourage lower 
density housing. 
The Silver Hill association, in 
their discussion group, cited traffic 
problems as another major con-
cern . 
One resident suggested that the 
lights on Lead and Coal should be 
de-synchronized and the speed 
limits on the two streets should be 
lowered. The suggestion saw a 
majority agreeing with the resident. 
Another concern, particularly of 
the permanent residents in the area, 
was the general condition of the 
neighborhood. No one could really 
pinpoint who is to blame for the 
deterioration of the neighborhood. 
"Landlords are to blame," Garcia 
said. "They are not providing 
enough resident parking, are failing 
to landscape their units, and often 
the building codes are not met in 
the construction of newer apart-
ment complexes." 
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